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BORN AND NATURALIZED CITIZEN HEALTHCARE CREDIT PLAN (ACT)
What the plan provides:
100% payments for ALL non-elective medical and healthcare costs
No copays, no percentages, no wait times on payments to healthcare providers

Eliminates the need for personal, corporate, employer health, and auto medical insurance.
100% payment for all prescribed medications
Dental and Vision care are included
Psychological care is included.
Long term assisted Elderly care is included
Offers coverage of non-abortive birth control for men and women
Requires 30% increase in EMPLOYEE PAY at large healthcare providers because of the huge increase in revenues
15% increase in professional pay – MD/DO, etc. - High salaried Employees
Who benefits from the plan:
ALL US born and naturalized citizens will be covered 100% birth to death
Veterans are covered 100% as they should be
The benefit to the poor, working poor and elderly is monumental because of need.
The benefit to the middle class is monumental because of relief.
AIDS medications and other medications for chronic disease are 100% paid for
Provision for limited care to foreigners in the USA
ALL healthcare providers will benefit greatly from increased revenue and no outstanding receivables
ALL uncollected outstanding debt to providers is immediately paid by this Bill when it is passed and the system is in place,
as insurance involvement immediately ceases.
What this plan does not do:
It does not use tax dollars to pay for healthcare, thus saving over 1 trillion dollars a year in already collected taxes that can
be used to pay for other funded expenditures such as paying down the national debt, or education.
It does not interfere in the business model of healthcare providers, so that they will still operate on a cost/gross/net basis.

It is NOT a single payee plan utilizing slowly reimbursed TAX REVENUES and treatment strictures much like Private
Insurance. It is based on care and necessity not COST!
It does not pay for elective procedures such as plastic surgery and abortions
It is not punitive to patients by basing care on costs, or to citizens by making some pay for others with no benefit to
themselves

How will this plan work:
It makes the need for health insurance obsolete, thus making Obamacare obsolete, as well as Medicaid, Medicare, CHIPS,
and the healthcare segment of the VA.
All citizens will gain all their monthly healthcare expenditures back to be saved or spent elsewhere. For many families that is
6 to 12 thousand dollars a year.
Insurance providers will be subsidized for 3 to 5 years to transition their business models and shore their losses
The elderly will never have to struggle again to pay for medications on fixed incomes
It removes the middleman of the insurance companies and their third party profit motives, and reduces healthcare costs
through free competition. No longer will care be dictated on what it will cost, but on patient needs as it should be.
Corporations and businesses no longer have to spend monies on providing healthcare insurance, saving billions in business
expenses
Healthcare protocols can now provide preventative care, and useful care protocols instead of insurance based cost
protocols which lead to poor patient care or no care at all.
No longer will healthcare exist to make insurance companies money, but to provide the highest quality care to patients in
need of care.
No longer will our healthcare be tied to the profit of insurance companies, but instead for the profit of ourselves and the
entire nation
Whole families will no longer be devastated by catastrophic healthcare costs from trauma, acute and chronic disease,
cancers, and congenital birth anomalies.
Veterans are entirely covered under the same Bill.
Quality of care will INCREASE because of increased revenue and elimination of outstanding or absorbed billing.
How this will look:
All citizens will receive a CreditCare card resembling the appearance of a credit or debit card.
The card will contain pertinent information and payment ID unique to each citizen. All healthcare providers will have a
special card reader/processor to swipe for payments.
Because of the computer age and the instantaneous transfer of information my plan can become a reality and work
seamlessly.
Payments come from a central account and are debited – not “approved”
The plan does have a protocol and governing body to watch for abuses in the system.

The mechanics of the plan will be made public at a later date.
I assure all, that this plan is based on a model that is already in use everyday and has proven itself to be undeniably 100%
working.
The plan is not perfect, but it is infallible.
Added Benefits:
Over 1 trillion dollars a year in already collected tax revenue saved, to be used elsewhere
Increased wages and salaries of healthcare workers
Thousands of dollars back in the pockets of each American household to be spent or saved – further increasing the health of
the overall US economy
Trickle down and trickle over – manufacturer revenues will also increase, as well as other related businesses, and the US
economy
Huge savings for businesses and corporations no longer having to provide health insurance
Increased revenues for growth and research and development leading to higher quality healthcare overall
Families saved from financial devastation because of healthcare costs
The charitable pool of donated monies spent on medical costs will be unnecessary and can be used elsewhere

